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Abstract

This paper proposes a new modeling framework to investigate the consequences of nat-
ural disasters and the following reconstruction phase. Based on Input-Output tables, its
originalities are (1) the taking into account of sector production capacities and of both
forward and backward propagations within the economic system; and (2) the introduc-
tion of adaptive behaviors. The model is used to simulate the response of theeconomy
of Louisiana to the landfall of Katrina. The model is found consistent with available data,
and provides two important insights. First, economic processes exacerbatedirect losses,
and total costs are estimated at $149 billion, for direct losses equal to $107billion. When
exploring the impacts of other possible disasters, it is found that total lossesdue to a dis-
aster affecting Louisiana increase nonlinearly with respect to direct losses when the latter
exceed $50 billion. When direct losses exceed $200 billion, for instance,total losses are
twice as large as direct losses. For risk management, therefore, direct losses are insufficient
measures of disaster consequences. Second, positive and negativebackward propagation
mechanisms are essential for the assessment of disaster consequences, and the taking into
account of production capacities is necessary to avoid overestimating the positive effects
of reconstruction. A systematic sensitivity analysis shows that, among all parameters, the
over-production capacity in the construction sector and the adaptation characteristic time
are the most important.
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1 Introduction

Socio-economic losses due to natural disasters have risen dramatically in the last
decades Munich-Re (2007), and the implementation of improved risk manage-
ment strategies has become a priority. To develop better prevention and recovery
strategies, however, it is first necessary to get a better understanding of disaster
consequences on regional economies, and to develop methodologies to estimate
the total cost of possible disasters. These questions have already been the topic
of intense research (e.g., Rose et al. (1997); Brookshire etal. (1997); Gordon
et al. (1998); Haimes and Jiang (2001); Bockarjova et al. (2004); Cochrane (2004);
Okuyama (2004); Okuyama et al. (2004); Crowther and Haimes (2005); Rose and
Liao (2005); Haimes et al. (2005), Greenberg et al. (2007), Tsuchiya et al. (2007)),
but published assessments of disaster indirect losses remain highly uncertain. The
present article proposes a new model, based on an Input-Output framework, to as-
sess the indirect effects of disasters at the regional scale, taking into account mech-
anisms that have been disregarded so far.

In our approach, total costs consist of (i) theindirect cost, i.e. the reduction of the
total value added by the economy, because of the disaster; (ii) the direct cost, i.e.
the portion of the remaining value-added that has to be dedicated to reconstruction
instead of normal consumption. Here, therefore, the directcost of an event is the re-
pairing or replacement cost (at the pre-event price level) of the assets that have been
damaged or destroyed. Direct costs are routinely estimatedby insurance companies
after each disaster. The indirect cost is the reduction in production of goods and ser-
vices, measured in terms of value added to avoid double-counting issues. Indirect
costs include business interruption in the event aftermath, production losses during
the reconstruction period, and service losses in the housing sector. For example, if
a $1 million plant is destroyed and immediately rebuilt, total loss is $1 million; if
reconstruction is delayed by one year, total loss is the sum of the replacement cost
(direct cost) and of the value of one year of production (indirect cost). For housing,
the destruction of a house with a one-year delay in reconstruction has a total cost
equal to the replacement cost of the house plus the value attributed to lost housing
services during one year. The value of such production losses, in a broad sense, can
be very high in some sectors, especially when basic needs areat stake (housing,
health, employment, etc.). This distinction can also be reworded in terms of stock
(direct) and flow (indirect) losses.

Among the studies that have been published on the assessmentof disaster economic
consequences, many are based on Input-Output (IO) models, which are powerful
tools to assess how a shock, on one or several sectors, propagates into the economy
through intermediate consumption and demand (e.g., Haimesand Jiang (2001);
Bockarjova et al. (2004); Cochrane (2004); Okuyama et al. (2004)). These models,
however, have two main shortcomings.

First, since they do not take into account productive capacity, IO models cannot
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assess the consequence of a shock on the supply-side. For instance, Rose et al.
(1997) and Okuyama et al. (2004) only considerbackwardconsequences, meaning
that indirect effects are propagated through modified demand only. According to
Rose et al.,“for inclusion into an input-output model, we must convert gross out-
put changes into final demand changes because the latter are the conduits through
which external shocks are transmitted.”This drawback has already been pointed out
by Santos and Haimes (2004), Haimes et al. (2005) and Percoco(2006), who pro-
posed a method to assess the importance and vulnerability ofeach sector, through
both demand and production perturbations. But their methoddoes not allow yet
simulating the temporal response of an economy to a disaster.

Second, IO models do not allow for flexibility in the economicsystem: producers
and consumers cannot respond to a lack in input, for instanceby finding alternative
suppliers that are not affected by the disaster. General Equilibrium Models, on the
other hand, allow for such a flexibility through price responses and demand elastici-
ties; see examples of application on disaster consequencesin Rose and Liao (2005)
or Tsuchiya et al. (2007). But, even though these authors adjust the model elastici-
ties to account for the special conditions of disaster aftermaths, the market-clearing
hypothesis is valid only over longer timescales than the fewmonths we want to con-
sider here. In a disaster aftermath, indeed, shortages are likely to propagate more
through rationing than through price increase and substitution.

To overcome these limitations, this article proposes a model that takes into ac-
count changes in production capacity due to productive capital losses and adap-
tive behavior in disaster aftermaths, and applies it to the landfall of Katrina in
Louisiana. The article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the Adaptive
Regional Input-Output (ARIO) model, which is based on IO tables and an hybrid
modeling methodology, in the spirit of Brookshire et al. (1997). The ARIO model
is then applied to the Katrina’s landfall over New Orleans in2005, to propose an
assessment of the total cost of this disaster in terms of lostproduction for the state
of Louisiana, and a prediction of the reconstruction duration and cost. Section 3
describes how the data on the region and the disaster have been collected. Sec-
tion 4 presents simulation results. Because many parameters of the model are very
uncertain, a systematic sensitivity analysis is carried out in Section 5. Section 6
then investigates how total economic costs depend on the amount of direct losses
caused by the disaster. Finally, Section 7 summarizes our findings, highlights the
pros and cons of the proposed modeling approach, and proposes insights for further
research.

2 An Adaptive Regional Input-Output Model for Disaster modeling

This section presents our Adaptive Regional Input-Output (ARIO) model. This
model is able to reproduce the impact of a disaster on a local economy, accounting
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for interactions between industries through demand and supply of intermediate con-
sumption goods. A complete description, with the full set ofequations, is available
in Appendix A.

We consider a regional economy, which consists of a large number of households
that have a fixed bundle of consumption, and ofN different industries, which (i)
exchange intermediate consumption goods and services, (ii) imports goods and ser-
vices from outside the region, (iii) produce final consumption goods and services
for local demand, and (iv) export goods and services outsidethe region. We assume
that each industry i produces a unique commodity and needs inputs from all other
industries to be able to carry out its production process. This regional economy is
assumed to be impacted by a disaster that destroys householdphysical assets and
industry productive capital.

2.1 Disaster and reconstruction demand

We consider a disaster occurring att = 0. The disaster causes an amountD of
damages to the capital, which consists of the productive capital of companies and
of the housing and equipment capital of households. We assume that these damages
will all be repaired and that insurance companies will pay the whole repair cost.
As a consequence, destructions are distributed into additional demands: a disaster
is modelled by the matrixD(i, j), the reconstruction demands of each industry
i toward each industry j, and the vectorHD(j), the reconstruction demands of
households toward each industry j.

2.2 Productions

The economic model ARIO is based on Input-Output (IO) tables, which describe
how each industry uses inputs from all other industries to produce commodities.
Input-Output tables, productions and demands are linked through the relationship:

Y = AY + C (1)

The matrixA is the IO table, the vectorY is the vector of outputs in the different
industries andC is the vector of final demands. Here, a modified IO table is used,
in order to distinguish between inputs produced locally — and therefore potentially
impacted by the shock — and inputs produced outside of the affected region and
imported. To do so, imports are removed from the IO table, as explained in the data
section below, to create a Local Input-Output (LIO) tableA.

The LIO table links production in each industry i with the demand, which consists
of intermediate consumptions by other industries, local final demand, exports and
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reconstruction needs. For each industry, therefore, we have:

Y (i) =
∑

j

A(i, j)Y (j) +

Total Final Demand (TFD(i))
︷ ︸︸ ︷

LFD(i) + E(i) + HD(i) +
∑

j

D(j, i) (2)

WhereLFD is theLocal Final Demandvector,E is theExportationvector, and
HD andD are the disaster damages to households and industries. The calculation
of LFD andE is presented in Section 2.6. The vectorTFD is the Total Final
Demand. Each industry i needs also to import an amountI(i)Y (i) of goods and
services to produce an amountY (i).

From there, we can calculate, at each one-month time step, the production and
consumption of each industry. These productions are those classically evaluated
in an IO framework but, in our modeling framework, we also take into account
production capacities and production bottlenecks.

2.3 Production bottlenecks

Each industry can reveal unable to produce enough to satisfythe demand, (a) be-
cause its own production capacity is insufficient, or (b) because other industries
are unable to provide the necessary amount of inputs in the production process.
Note that imports are assumed always available, even in a disaster aftermath. The
unavailability of imported commodities is modelled, indeed, as a shortage in trans-
portation.

In case of bottleneck in the industry i, it is necessary to describe how its clients are
rationed. In ARIO, therationing schemeis a mix of priority system and propor-
tional rationing1 . We assume that, if an industry cannot satisfy demand, interme-
diate consumptions needed by other industries are served inpriority. It means that,
in case of rationing, exports, final local demand, and reconstruction are the first de-
mands not to be satisfied. When these demands are rationed, there is proportional
rationing among them. Industries are rationed only when production is lower than
demand from industries. In that case, there is also proportional rationing among
industries.

The priority given to intermediate consumption is justifiedby several facts. Ex-
ports are rationed first because consumers outside the affected region can easily find
other producers. Final demand consists of household demandplus investments (ex-
cept reconstruction). Investments can easily be delayed incase of disaster and can,

1 The fact that a proportional rationing scheme ismanipulable, because one can artificially
increase his/her demand to get more, will be disregarded in the following. Actual demands
are assumed known by all agents.
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therefore, be rationed with milder consequences. Household consumption is ra-
tioned before intermediate consumption because business-to-business relationships
are most of the time deeper than business-to-household relationships and because
a business would often favor business clients over household clients2 . Finally, re-
construction needs create an additional demand, which is assumed satisfied only if
producers can produce enough.

2.4 Production capacities

The production capacityY max of each industry is set equal to the observed out-
put of the industry before the shock. After a disaster, this production capacity is
decreased by an amount related to the damages each industry has suffered from
(see Section 3), and can be increased thanks to the ability toover-produce (see
Section 2.7 on adaptation).

Also, we assume that if a disaster reduces the productive capital of the industry i by
x percent, then the production capacity of this industry is also reduced byx percent.
As an example, if the manufacturing sector is affected by damages equal to 10%
of the annual value added of the manufacturing sector, thesedamages amount to
approximately 2.5% of this sector’s productive capital, and its production capacity
is reduced by 2.5%.

2.5 Prices, profits, and labor demand

This framework also allows to assess the price effect of the disaster and, especially,
of demand surge, which is the increase in commodities price and worker wage in
the reconstruction sector.

Demand surge is driven by the unbalance between the large demand in the recon-
struction sector and the insufficient production capacity (“pull” inflation factor):
many clients are competing to find qualified workers or companies able to carry
out reconstruction works, pulling upward reconstruction cost (and the price of re-
construction inputs like plywood or concrete). Even thoughsome describe demand
surge as the consequence of unethical behaviors of companies and workers in the
construction sector, who profit from the catastrophe, it also has positive conse-
quences. Indeed, while it worsens the situation of the poorest victims, it also creates
an incentive for needed workers to increase their labor supply and for managers
to optimize the use of production equipment, thereby lessening underproduction
and accelerating reconstruction. Moreover, it attracts workers and equipments from

2 To go further, it would be necessary to use less aggregated data to distinguish between
final-consumption goods and services and intermediate-consumption goodsand service
(e.g., equipment goods, business services).
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outside the affected region, with the same beneficial consequences. Theoretically,
it also helps drive the supply of construction works toward the most efficient use,
allowing the production of the most important commodities to be restored first.

In the ARIO model, price dynamics are calculated as a linear function of under-
production in each industry: we assume that if an industry can produce only 50%
of the demand, their price increases to(1 + γp) (see details in Appendix A and the
calibration in Section 3).

When pricesp(i) are determined, industry profitsΠ(i) can also be calculated. To
assess how the disaster impacts profits, we assume wages to befixed. Depending
on the sector and the situation, additional profits will be (i) redistributed to workers
through overtime payment or bonuses; (ii) redistributed toshareholder and owners;
(iii) used for investments in the future. Equivalently, profit losses can be compen-
sated by lower wages, lower redistribution to owners or reduced investments. We
do not investigate this distribution in the current model, but it is important to keep in
mind that the profit changes assessed by the model are not systematically captured
by shareholders in reality.

Most importantly, in this model, companies do not pay for reconstruction. It is as-
sumed that insurance claims and government aid cover these expenses. Of course,
such a financial transfer would not be without consequences:national taxes may
increase, making net income decrease in the region and in therest of the coun-
try; public debt may increase, making interest rates rise; insurance premium may
increase, making living in the region more expensive; otherinterregional trans-
fers may decrease to compensate for the cost of reconstruction (e.g., infrastructure
projects may be cancelled, social programs may be reduced).These broader conse-
quences are not taken into account here.

Also, in the current model version, prices and profits do not feed back into pro-
duction. It is assumed that companies produce as much as possible, even when
producing is less profitable. This shortcoming is inescapable because of the high
level of aggregation: in our model, because profits are aggregated over a large re-
gion, they are only slightly reduced. Working at the companyscale, on the other
hand, would allow considering that some companies become unprofitable, leading
them to stop their production, at least temporarily, or to increase their selling price,
which would introduce a “push” factor for inflation.

2.6 Final demands

The local final demandis the household demand to industries. This demand is
assumed to depend on price levels and on theadapted local final demandLFD,
which is the value of the household demand if prices remainedat their pre-disaster
level (see the calculation of theadapted local final demandin Section 2.7). In the
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same way, theexport demanddepends on price levels and on theadapted export
demand. The elasticity of both final demands with respect to the price is ξ in all
sectors.

The ARIO model also takes into account the macroeconomic situation, through the
influence of a macroeconomic indexM , which ensures that local consumption de-
creases when profits and total wages are low, and increases when they are high.
This index is calculated as the ratio of total earnings (profit+wages) to total earn-
ings in the pre-disaster situation. This relationship could be improved through the
taking into account of a household budget constraint, and ofsaving and borrowing
behaviors.

It is also noteworthy that, in the ARIO model, reconstruction expenditures do not
impact consumer final demand. This is based on the idea that reconstruction does
not have crowding-out effect on consumption because it is, to a large extent, funded
by insurance claims, government spending, borrowing, or the use of savings. As
mentioned by Cochrane (1997, 2004), household demand decreases temporarily
when recovery is financed by local savings and borrowing. These budget constraints
will be taken into account in a following version of the model.

2.7 Adaptation

As noticed by Rose and Liao (2005), the economic system allows for some flexi-
bility in disaster aftermaths. Consumers can delay their consumption or adjust their
consumption to available production. Also, businesses canfind suppliers outside
the affected region to replace the damaged suppliers that are unable to fulfil the
demand. Industrial processes can be modified, at the margin,to deal with scarcity
in some inputs. Finally, the use of some supplies can be delayed until the economic
system has recovered; as an example, the maintenance of equipments can often be
delayed for a couple of days or weeks without serious consequences3 .

In the following, we propose a simple modeling of these processes. Note that, even
though prices are calculated by the model, adaptation is assumed to be driven by
quantities, not by prices. We claim that, in disaster aftermaths, this approach is more
realistic than price-driven behavioral rules. Prices have, nevertheless, an impact on
demands through price elasticity.

3 Note that, in the data, maintenance is part of the industrial process and is recorded in
the IO tables, while investments are recorded as final demand. Therefore, the postpone-
ment of maintenance is modeled here through a change in the LIO matrixA, while the
postponement of investment is modeled through a change in the final demand vectorLFD.
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2.7.1 Final demand adaptation

First of all, production disruptions will lead final customers to delay their orders
or to turn to other producers, located outside the affected region. This is, however,
not true for all sectors. One cannot substitute an external provider for electricity or
local transportation. We introduce, therefore, a distinction between sectors in which
substitution of local production by external providers is possible, often because the
corresponding commodity is transportable4 , and sectors in which no substitution
is possible.

The parametersτ ↓
LFD and τ

↓
E describe how fast theadapted local final demand

and theadapted export demanddecrease in any sector in case of rationing. The
first one depends on how local customers can get commodities from outside the
affected region, and the second one depends on how specialized the region is and
how flexible external customers and businesses are.

If, thanks to reconstruction, a sector starts being able to produce enough again, we
assume that local and external customers will all return to their initial provider5

with the characteristic timesτ ↑
LFD andτ

↑
E. We assume there is nohysteresisin the

economic system: local producers cannot lose customers forever, which is a very
optimistic assumption.

There may be two different characteristic times for the shift to other producers when
there is rationing (τ ↓) and the shift back to the initial producer when it is again able
to produce enough (τ ↑). This distinction would make sense, since the two shifts
are carried out for very different reasons: the shift towardother producers is made
because the initial producer is unable to produce enough, and it has, therefore,
to be made urgently; the shift back to the initial producer ismade (if it is made)
because of a comparative advantage, which explains why the initial producer had
been chosen in the first place, and this shift implies no urgency.

2.7.2 Intermediate-consumption adaptation

In the same way, local businesses will turn to external suppliers if local industries
cannot produce enough. This process is modeled through a modification of the
LIO table, exactly in the same way as for demands. This modeling introduces two
parameters,τ ↓

A andτ
↑
A, which play the same role as for demands:τ

↓
A describes how

rapidly industries can turn to other producers when their suppliers are unable to

4 It is possible that the substitution of local producers by external producers also increases
the demand to the transportation sector, potentially leading to bottlenecks in this sector.
This is not taken into account here.
5 This hypothesis can be justified by the assumption that, if the initial producers had been
chosen in the first place, it is because they had comparative advantagesover others. These
comparative advantages are assumed unchanged by the disaster.
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satisfy their demand;τ ↑
A describes how these industries come back to their initial

suppliers when their production capacity is back to acceptable levels.

2.7.3 Production adaptation

In the calculation of production capacity, we introduce thecapacity to over-produce
if necessary. Industries, indeed, are rarely at full-employment of their production
capacities and workers are often able to increase their production during crisis.
Moreover, especially in sectors involved in reconstruction, additional workers and
equipments are likely to be imported to the affected region during the recovery and
reconstruction period, even though this process is not instantaneous.

Overproduction capacity is assumed equal toαb in the pre-event (baseline) situa-
tion, i.e. sectors can instantaneously produceαb times more than the pre-disaster
production level if demand increases. This overproductioncan also increase be-
cause additional equipments and workers can move to the affected region. As a
consequence, overproduction can increase up to the parameterαmax in a time delay
τα in response to production shortages.

3 Data

In such a model, collecting the necessary data and parameters represents a major
obstacle. Here, we face several difficulties. First, even though national Input-Output
tables are readily available, transforming them into regional ones is difficult, espe-
cially when one wants to distinguish between locally produced inputs and imported
inputs. Second, the behavioral equations of the model, needed to model adaptation
and price responses, introduce numerous parameters that are difficult to calibrate.
Third, data on disaster damages are not easy to collect and are often of poor quality.

3.1 Regional Input-Output tables

Baseline values for the economic variables are the pre-event values of these vari-
ables. National Input-Output tables for the U.S. are readily available from the U.S.
Bureau of Economic Analysis, and comprehensively described in Lawson et al.
(2002). They provide input-output tables for the national economy, with different
levels of disaggregation. As we are in the first steps of the model development, we
used the roughest disaggregation level, with 15 sectors: (1) Agriculture, forestry,
fishing, and hunting; (2) Mining; (3) Utilities; (4) Construction; (5) Manufacturing;
(6) Wholesale trade; (7) Retail trade; (8) Transportation and warehousing; (9) Infor-
mation; (10) Finance, insurance, real estate, rental, and leasing; (11) Professional
and business services; (12) Educational services, health care, and social assistance;
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(13) Arts, entertainment, recreation, accommodation, andfood services; (14) Other
services, except government; and (15) Government. From these nationwide tables,
we built a regional tableA for Louisiana, using a simple technique comprehensively
described in Appendix B.

Finally, we distinguish between sectors that produce goodsand services that can
be imported and those that produce goods and services that have to be locally pro-
duced. In this rough disaggregation, we assume that (i) Utilities, (ii) Construction,
(iii) Retail trade and (iv) Transportation and warehousingcannot be delocalized,
while the production of other sectors can be imported instead of locally produced.

Even in absence of major event, IO coefficients are slowly evolving with time,
because of technological, demographic, social, and political changes (see also,
Haimes et al. (2005)). In the following, ten-year simulations will be carried out,
during which the changes in IO coefficients that are not related to disaster re-
sponse will be neglected. Thus, we will assess the consequences of the disaster
on a structurally-static economy, in spite of the potentialimportance of structural
changes over long periods of time.

3.2 Behavioral parameters

The required behavioral parameters are:

• For overproduction:αmax; αb andτα;
• For adaptation:τ ↓

LFD; τ
↑
LFD; τ

↓
E ; τ

↑
E ; τ

↓
A; τ

↑
A;

• For demand and price response:ξ; γp.

There is no easy way of calibrating these parameters, exceptfrom observed re-
sponse to previous disasters. An interesting source of information is the data from
the Andrew’s landfall in Florida in 1992, from the Northridge earthquake in 1994,
and from the 2004 hurricane season, during which four hurricanes made landfall on
Florida. It has to be mentioned, however, that different regions or economies have
different economic capacities and organizations and, therefore, require different
sets of parameters. The calibration of the model is thus highly region-dependent.

3.2.1 Overproduction parameters

McCarty and Smith (2005) analyzed the local effects of the 2004 hurricane sea-
son in Florida. Among their findings, one can note the fact that, almost one year
after the events, only 35 percent of the damaged houses have been repaired, while
reconstruction has not started in 21 percent of the cases. The conclusion one can
draw from this data is that, if the construction sector increases its production in
disaster aftermaths, this sector is not able to increase itsproduction up to the level
of demand.
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Name value

αb 100%

αmax 120%

τα 6 months

τ 6 months

ξ 0.9

γp 0.07% per month
Table 1
Parameter first-guess values. Justification for these choices are provided in the text. For
simplicity, it is assumed thatτ↓

A = τ
↓
LFD = τ

↓
E = τ

↑
A = τ

↑
LFD = τ

↑
E = τ .

The situation is unclear in other sectors, even though the fact that most industries
do not fully use their production capacity suggests the existence of significant over-
production capacities. It is important to keep in mind, however, that the level of ag-
gregation we are dealing with can hide important processes at the company level.
Indeed, if an industrial sector composed of 1000 productionunits sees 5 percent
of its production capacity disappear because of a disaster,it is likely not to be
through an homogenous 5-percent reduction in the production capacity of each
of the 1000 production units. It is more likely through totalproduction interrup-
tions in 5 percent of the production units (i.e. 50 units). And if all production units
produce imperfectly substituable goods, the additional production capacity of the
non-affected production units cannot compensate for the production interruption in
affected production units. Therefore, a sector with a 10-percent unused production
capacity can reveal unable to compensate for a 5-percent reduction of its produc-
tion capacity. Representing these processes in detail would require a model at the
production-unit scale or, like in Haimes and Jiang (2001) and Haimes et al. (2005),
a model based on failure probabilities.

For all these reasons, we select rather low values for the overproduction capacity
parameters, withαmax = 120%, meaning that production can increase by up to
20%, andτα = 6 months, meaning that a sector needs about six months to increase
its production to this maximum level. We also assume that, inthe pre-disaster situ-
ation, all sectors have no extra-capacity (αb = 100%).

3.2.2 Adaptation parameters

Unfortunately, it is difficult to obtain data on how companies and local and external
customers react to production shortage by turning to external producers (τLFD;
τE andτA), and how local customers react to price increase (ξ). For this reason,
all these characteristic times are chosen in anad hocmanner, to make the model
follow a realistic trajectory.
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3.2.3 Demand and price responses

No demand-surge effect is detectable for limited-scale events; only large-scale dis-
asters create a measurable demand surge. Also, it is often difficult to disentangle
demand-surge price evolution from underlying evolution. For instance, the price of
cement — an important input in reconstruction — have increased regularly from
the first quarter of 2004 (CBRE, 2005) and, even though the 2004hurricane sea-
son and Katrina’s damages have probably exacerbated this evolution, it is difficult
to distinguish their actual influence from a pre-existing tendency6 . Hurricane An-
drew is said to have increased construction sector prices byabout 10 percent, the
2004 hurricane seasons by about 30 percent, and this increase has lasted for more
than a year. From there, we propose best-guess values of the price-response param-
eters that ensure that the model reproduces the observations for these past events.

Our first-guess values are shown in Tab. 1; because of the uncertainty surrounding
these parameters, systematic sensitivity analyses are described in Section 5.

3.3 Disaster data

According to the testimony of D. Holtz-Eakin before the Committee on the Budget
U.S. House of Representatives7 , in October 2005, the value of the capital stock
destroyed by Hurricanes Katrina and Rita was between 70 and 130 billion of 2005
dollars, distributed into between 17 and 33 for housing, 5 to9 for consumer durable
goods, between 34 and 63 for private-sector capital (of which $2.5 billion for the
electric system), and between 13 and 25 for government and infrastructures (water,
sewage, roads and bridges, schools, etc).

In the present study, we assume that household damages from Katrina amount to
$27 billion and create an additional demand of $20 billion inthe construction sector
and $7 billion in the manufacturing sector (furniture, cars, appliances, etc.).

Katrina’s damages are also assumed to amount to $17 billion for the government
and to $63.20 billion for the private sector, of which $30 billion in the mining
sector and $5 billion in the utilities sector, the rest beingdistributed according to
the size (i.e. value added) of the sector. We assume, therefore, a total damage to
the fixed capital of about $107 billion. Following insurancedata, we assume that

6 Additionally, price evolutions are sometimes linked to very specific situations. For ex-
ample, cement shortages are worsened by the facts that the U.S. domestic production of
cement was insufficient before the storm, forcing the country to rely on importations, and
that a large fraction of the U.S. cement imports was shipped through the Portof New Or-
leans, which was functioning at only 15% of its capacity in October 2005. Withthe current
level of disaggregation of the model, such processes have to be taken intoaccount exoge-
nously by the model user.
7 Available on http://www.cbo.gov/showdoc.cfm?index=6684&sequence=0
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damages in each sector create an additional demand of 75% of the damage value
to the construction sector and of 25% of the damage value to the manufacturing
sector.

4 Results

This section presents the results of a simulation of the economic response of the
state of Louisiana to the destructions caused by the Katrina’s landfall.

4.1 Values added and production

The model produces the evolution of Louisiana output from the time of the shock
to full recovery. The production variation is expressed in terms of value added to
avoid double-counting, and is reproduced in Fig. 1 (left panel), in percent of pre-
Katrina level. The right panel of this figure shows the amountof reconstruction
needs. Just after the shock, total value added is reduced by 8percent and then
increases, thanks to reconstruction and overproduction (mainly in the construction
sector). The small-amplitude oscillations during the reconstruction arise from insta-
bilities in the adaptation process: when output in insufficient, households and com-
panies increase their imports from outside the affected region; this change makes
local production sufficient, drawing households and companies to come back to
their initial suppliers, creating shortages again.

Reconstruction is completed after about 100 months (8 years), but total production
is equal to or larger than initial production from 70 months after the shock, thanks
to reconstruction activity. Overall, the disaster is responsible for a production loss
of $23 billion, in pre-Katrina prices,i.e. an additional indirect cost amounting to
22% of the $107 billion direct cost.

Also, the model provides an assessment of the “production loss” in the housing
sector. Indeed, houses and housing buildings produce a housing service that plays
a major role. The decrease in housing services because of damaged houses and
buildings has, therefore, to be taken into account. The model, because it reproduces
the reconstruction period and duration, can assess the total loss in housing service
production. In the Katrina’s case, the model estimates thisloss at $19 billion.

As a consequence, the total production loss (sector production plus housing ser-
vices) is estimated at $42 billion, i.e. 39% of direct losses. Total losses, i.e. the total
production loss plus the part of production that has to be dedicated to reconstruction
instead of normal consumption, is estimated around $149 billion. It means that the
total damages reach 139% of direct losses,i.e. that the“Economic Amplification
Ratio”, as defined in Hallegatte et al. (2007), is equal to 1.39.
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Fig. 1. Variations in Louisiana total value-added, in percent of pre-Katrina value (left); and
reconstruction needs in U.S.$ billion.
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Figure 2 shows the sector-per-sector and quarter-per-quarter production, relative
to the initial production. In the first quarters, all productions are below their ini-
tial level, except the construction sector, which benefits most from reconstruction
demands. Note that manufacturing does not profit from the increased demand be-
cause, unlike the construction sector, its production can be substituted for by less
expensive external production.

These sector production changes can be compared with data from the Bureau of
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Fig. 3. Louisiana value-added variation from 2004 to 2005, for the 15 sectors of the econ-
omy, according to the ARIO model and to BEA data (economic growth has beenremoved
from BEA data, see text).

Economic Analysis. The BEA provides, for each sector and each U.S. state, the
growth rate between 2004 and 2005. To compare actual data andmodel result,
however, economic growth has to be removed from the former. To do so, we use
the difference between the Louisiana sectoral growth ratesand the U.S. nationwide
sectoral growth rates. Assuming that the nationwide impactof Katrina is negligible,
which is a rough assumption, the resulting numbers give the sectoral impact of Kat-
rina in Louisiana, and are directly comparable with model results. This comparison
can be seen in Fig. 3, which shows that the all-sector impact is underestimated by
ARIO, with a 2.8 percent decrease in production against 4.5 percent in BEA data.
Sector per sector, ARIO underestimates production losses in the following sector:
construction, finance and real estate, professional services, education and health
care, art and recreation, and other services. This underestimation may come from
the fact that ARIO is unable to reproduce the state of the New Orleans economy in
the months following the landfall of Katrina. The evacuation and the total paralysis
of the city is not taken into account, explaining this discrepancy. Also, ARIO does
not model the observed bankruptcy of many small businesses.

Interestingly, in such a model, there is no inter-industry forward propagation: no
industry is limited in its production because of an input shortage. This is due to the
facts (i) that industries are assumed to favor other industries and to reduce expor-
tations, sales to household and reconstruction tasks to avoid constraining other in-
dustries; (ii) that sectoral shocks are not too large. When considering larger shocks,
which reduce output by more that a few percent in some sectors(e.g., the 2004
tsunami is South Asia), forward propagations become very important. Production
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Fig. 4. Total employment in Louisiana, data from BLS and model results.

capacities, however, play an important role, even though there is no inter-industry
forward propagation. Indeed, consumers and reconstruction demands are strongly
rationed because of limited production capacity, justifying the taking into account
of these parameters in our modified IO model. Also, there are large backward prop-
agations in the model, through reduced demands (when an industry has a lower
production capacity because of disaster damages) or increased demands (due to re-
construction needs). In all cases, production capacities,neglected in the classical
IO framework, are found of the foremost importance.

4.2 Employment

In the model, employment is assumed proportional to production in each sector.
Figure 4 shows that the model reproduces quite well the few months following Ka-
trina, with a decrease by about 9% of total employment in the two months following
the disaster,i.e. the loss of 175,000 jobs, and then regular monthly increases.

Concerning employment in the construction sector, Fig. 5 shows that the model is
able to capture the drop in employment following the event, even though this drop
is underestimated by the model, and the “boom” due to reconstruction needs. The
fact that the increase in employment is well reproduced suggests that the ARIO
overproduction modeling and parameters are roughly consistent with reality.
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Fig. 5. Total employment in Louisiana in the contruction sector, data from BLSand model
results.

4.3 Prices and profits

Underproduction of several commodities in the disaster aftermath leads to price
inflation. Consistently with observation of disaster aftermaths, the overall inflation
remains moderate (3.5% of total inflation after a few months,back to less than
1% after 4 years), while construction prices soar (+45% after a few months, and
still 15% after 4 years). Indeed, construction is responsible for almost all of the
observed inflation. One consequence of these price changes is that the cost of re-
construction is larger than the normal replacement cost of the destroyed capital. In
this simulation, the total reconstruction costs increase from $107 to $121 billion,
corresponding to a demand-surge-related increase of 13%.

These price changes, together with changes in demand and production capacities,
have also strong consequences on profits. Most sectors see their profit decrease (by
between 5 and 35%), because of production losses. Unsurprisingly, the construction
sector increases its profits dramatically, by up to 250%. Themanufacturing sector
does not profit as much because most of reconstruction production is carried out by
producers outside the affected region.

Of course, the consequences of such a (temporary) change in profits is sensitive to
the situation of each company: while large corporations caneasily cope with a few
difficult years, small businesses needs to find rapid solutions to these issues (Kroll
et al., 1991), from price increases (“push” factor for inflation) to total relocation or
changes in activity.
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4.4 Imports and Exports

Another point of interest is the relationship between the affected region and the
rest of the world. The disaster makes imports increase by 4% and exports decrease
by up to 10%. These changes reflect both production losses andsubstitution by
companies and households from local production to externalproduction. The few
years after the shock exhibit, therefore, a strongly unbalanced trade pattern.

5 Sensitivity analysis

Of course, large uncertainties surround these results. Thefirst one is the limitation
of the modeling framework, which neglects important aspects of the disaster and
reconstruction consequences. These aspects will be discussed in the conclusion.
The second reason is the uncertainty on behavioral parameter values. The conse-
quences of this uncertainty can be evaluated using systematic sensitivity analysis,
in which the range of reasonable values of the parameters is explored. Five sets
of parameters are investigated: (1)αmax andτα, the maximum overproduction and
the characteristic time of the production adjustment; (2)τ , a mean characteristic
time of adaptation, which sets, for simplicity reasons, allother characteristic times
through the relationships:τ ↓

A = τ
↓
LFD = τ

↓
E = τ

↑
A = τ

↑
LFD = τ

↑
E = τ ; (3) γp, the

price response to production–demand unbalance; (4) the price elasticity parameter
ξ; (5) the existence of macroeconomic feedback, through the variableM .

5.1 Evolution of overproduction capacity —αmax ; τα

The maximum overproduction capacity and the overproduction capacity charac-
teristic times are among the most important parameters of the model. They de-
scribe how sectors, in particular those involved in reconstruction, can cope with
an increased demand, by adjusting their production organization — for example
changing from business-hour production to round-the-clock production — or by
importing additional equipment and workers from outside the affected region.

To assess the influence of this value, we carry out the same simulation with four sets
of values ofαmax andτα: {100%; 0} (no overproduction);{120%; 6 months} (best-
guess value);{120%; 3 months}; {150%; 6 months}. The results are presented in
Fig. 6. The left panel of this figure shows that, depending on the value ofαmax, the
initial level of production can be restored from 30 months to150 months after the
shock, and most of the reconstruction can be achieved in between 5 to 10 years.
It can also be seen that the characteristic timeτα, in the range between 3 and 6
months, does not matter much, except, unsurprisingly, during the first months.
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Fig. 6. Louisiana production variation, in percent of pre-Katrina output(left); and recon-
struction needs in U.S.$ billion (right), for four sets of overproduction parameters.

The effect on total production is particularly strong because, whenαmax is large,
the production in the construction sector soars after the shock, compensating largely
for the loss of production in other sectors. The taking into account of overproduc-
tion, therefore, is very important, making its calibrationa priority. As explained in
Section 3.2, however, there are large uncertainties on how the construction sector
reacts to an increased demand.

Of course, as noted in CBRE (2005), the capacity of the construction sector to
overproduce in response to the high demand created by the reconstruction influ-
ences the construction-sector inflation. As a consequence,the total reconstruction
cost, equal to $121 billion with our best-guess parameter set, lies between $118
billion and $124 billion. This sensitivity is rather low and, as we will see below,
total reconstruction cost depends mainly on price modeling.

5.2 Adaptation characteristic times —τ ↓
A; τ

↑
A; τ

↓
LFD; τ

↑
LFD; τ

↓
E; τ

↑
E

To investigate how adaptation mitigates the shock due to thedisaster, the same
simulation is carried out with several values for the adaptation parameters, namely
the adaptation characteristic times of intermediate consumption,τ ↓

A andτ
↑
A; of the

local final demand,τ ↓
LFD andτ

↑
LFD; and of exportations,τ ↓

E andτ
↑
E. For simplicity,

the six characteristic times of the response to production shortages are assumed
equal to a unique timeτ , τ

↓
A = τ

↓
LFD = τ

↓
E = τ

↑
A = τ

↑
LFD = τ

↑
E = τ .

The left panel of Fig. 7 shows the variations in Louisiana total value-added for four
values ofτ : 3 months, 6 months, 24 months, and infinity, which means thatno
adaptation is possible. The figure shows that adaptation hasa strong influence on
output, even though it does not significantly influence reconstruction (not shown).
Since the consumption bundle is fixed, underproduction,i.e. production minus de-
mand divided by demand, is an acceptable measure of welfare consequences. The
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Fig. 7. Change in Louisiana total value added, in percent of the pre-Katrina value (left);
and underproduction in all sectors but construction, in percent of demand (right), for four
values ofτ .

right panel of Fig. 7 shows the influence of adaptation on underproduction in all
sectors but the construction sector8 . This figure shows that, thanks to adaptation,
underproduction can be significantly reduced and is essentially null after only one
year with an adaptation characteristic time of 3 months, compared with 10 years
without adaptation.

5.3 Price dynamics —γp

Price dynamics do not feed back strongly into the model dynamics. Indeed, out-
put variations, reconstruction pace and even underproduction can hardly be dis-
tinguished for all reasonable values ofγp. Inflation in all sectors, except in the
construction sector, remains negligible for all values ofγp. In the construction sec-
tor, maximum inflation is directly — and proportionally — driven byγp, making
this parameter easy to calibrate when data are available. For our best-guess value
γp = 0.07, maximum inflation in the construction sector is 45% and the total re-
construction cost is $121 billion, instead of $107 billion at pre-Katrina prices.

5.4 Demand elasticity —ξ

Demand elasticity describes how local final demand and exports decrease as prices
increase. If elasticity is high, these two demands will largely decrease during the
reconstruction phase, concentrating resources on reconstruction, which takes place
faster. Four simulations are carried out withξ equal to zero (no elasticity), 1, 5 and

8 Because of reconstruction needs, underproduction is extremely large inthe construction
sectors and including the construction sector in this figure masks what is going on in all
other sectors.
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10. A high demand elasticity makes reconstruction slightlyfaster, reduces under-
production (by about 5% whenξ increases from zero to 10) and, therefore, contains
inflation (reduced by 0.5% whenξ increases from zero to 10). No large qualitative
changes are observed, however, for all reasonable values ofξ, showing that this
parameter is not an essential one.

5.5 Macroeconomic feedback

As already mentioned in Section 2.6, there is a large uncertainty in the macroe-
conomic feedback throughM . To investigate the dependency of our results on
this mechanism, we carry out the same simulation while maintaining M = 1,
i.e. assuming that demand does not depend on wages and profits, at least over
the medium-term. This assumption is realistic if consumersand companies have
savings or borrowing-capacity to go through the shock without changing their con-
sumption behavior. Our finding is that taking into account the macroeconomic feed-
back as proposed in Section 2.6 has a very weak influence on allresults.

6 Nonlinearity in total cost

It has been mentioned that reconstruction capacity is an important driver of disaster
total costs. This capacity, however, can be reduced by large-scale disasters, which
perturb the functioning of the economy. This mechanism suggests the existence of
a nonlinearity in total cost because a disaster that destroys twice as much capital as
another one causes twice as much reconstruction needs and reduces reconstruction
capacity. The combination of these two effects would lead tomore than doubling
total cost. To investigate this possibility, we“scale” the Katrina disaster, by mul-
tiplying the damages in each sector by the same scaling factor, and we look at the
total cost of these “homothetic disasters”.

Figure 8 shows how indirect economic losses evolve as a function of direct losses.
It is apparent that, when direct losses exceed $50 billion inLouisiana, total eco-
nomic cost starts increasing more rapidly than direct losses. At $100 billion, i.e. for
losses corresponding to the landfall of Katrina, this effect becomes significant, with
indirect losses reaching 39 percent of direct losses. When direct losses exceed $200
billion, which is not impossible even though it would represent an unprecedented
disaster, additional indirect losses attain an amount equal to direct losses, meaning
that total costs would be twice as large as direct costs.
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7 Conclusions

7.1 Summary

This paper proposes a new modeling of the economic consequences of natural dis-
asters. It provides the abilities of an Input-Output framework to investigate indirect
effects through demand, but it also (i) allows the assessment of supply-side conse-
quences, through the taking into account of forward and backward propagations of
production limits within the economy; (ii) avoids the excessive rigidity of a classi-
cal IO framework by allowing for substitution by importations when local produc-
tion is perturbed and for price-elasticity. Also, a simple modeling of price response
provides an estimate of price and profit responses in all sectors.

The orders of magnitude reproduced by this model are realistic, with an instanta-
neous production reduction of 8 percent after the shock, anda production loss over
the four last months of 2005 of 2.8 percent of annual Gross State Product. This pro-
duction loss underestimates the observed growth loss, which is close to 4.5 percent
according to BEA data when exogenous growth is removed. The model predicts a
reconstruction period of about 10 years.

The total loss of value added due to the disaster is equal to $23 billion, at pre-
Katrina prices, for $107 billion of direct losses. Moreover, there is a loss in housing
services, estimated at $19 billion. Since $107 billion of the remaining production
are used for reconstruction purposes instead of normal consumption, total losses
can be estimated at $149 billion. This increase represents a39% increase com-
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pared with the direct cost, because of economic mechanisms.This result empha-
sizes the difference between direct losses and total losses, already mentioned in
Hallegatte (2006) and Hallegatte et al. (2007). Here the“Economic Amplification
Ratio” (EAR), which measures the ratio of total losses to direct losses, is equal to
1.39.

The sensitivity analyses carried out in Section 5 showed that our model results were
highly sensitive to some behavioral parameters, but that a hierarchy of parameters
could be identified, with overproduction parameters and adaptation characteristic
times being the most important.

Finally, the most important conclusion of this paper is the existence of a nonlin-
earity in total economic losses with respect to direct losses. Indeed, the Economic
Amplification Ratio (EAR), which measures the ratio of totallosses to direct losses,
increases with the disaster size. Actually, total costs differ from direct costs when
direct costs exceed $50 billion. For a disaster like Katrina, with $100 billion direct
losses, the EAR is found equal to 1.39. For a disaster with $200 billion direct losses,
this ratio reaches 2.00, meaning that total costs are twice as large as direct costs.
More generally, this paper suggests that direct losses are not a good cost measure
for large-scale disasters, and alternative indicators should be used to carry out risk
analysis and management.

7.2 Discussion

In this analysis, welfare losses, in the broadest sense, were not assessed. Doing
so would require aggregating monetary losses with other impacts of very different
natures: injuries, loss of lives, pain of losing friends andrelatives; pain of having
to leave the family house and to be deprived of jobs and community activities;
cultural losses; etc. Assessing welfare losses, therefore, leads to difficult technical
and ethical issues concerning aggregation and equity. These issues are out of the
scope of this paper.

But even within this limited scope, several important mechanisms are still neglected
in the current version of the model. First, we neglected the impact of housing de-
struction on the possibility for workers to stay in the region and actually work. In
New Orleans, a large part of the inhabitants had to leave in the disaster aftermath
and many are now unable to come back because housing is insufficient. The depar-
ture of workers led to a situation in which more jobs were available than workers,
and labor supply was a significant constraint on economic activity. One year after
Katrina, indeed, the population in New Orleans was estimated around 170,000 in-
habitants9 , less than 40% of the pre-storm population, and this city will probably
be smaller than it used to be for a long time. This population change strongly in-

9 Estimation by the Postal Services, cited in Nossiter (2006).
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fluences the recovery process and makes our assumption of absence of hysteresis
quite unrealistic. Also, the extent of the catastrophe creates additional difficulties,
which are not experienced for smaller disasters: here the problem is less to recon-
struct houses than to reconstruct a city. This brings up important urban planning and
political issues, which interact with the private reconstruction process. Clearly, our
modeling framework is not able to capture this aspect of large-scale catastrophes.

Second, since this model reproduces only the local economy,it cannot assess pro-
duction losses in other regions, due to transfers of funds, workers and equipments.
In our case, since reconstruction is assumed to be paid by external actors (insurance
companies, federal government, etc.), the total nationwide economic losses would
be larger than those calculated here. On the other hand, thismodel does not take into
account the fact that, after the event, a portion of the capital has been replaced and
is, therefore, more recent than before the event and will notneed to be replaced for a
longer period (Skidmore and Toya, 2002). This gain, which isdiscussed as a source
of double-counting in Rose (2004), is likely to be small compared with other costs.
Indeed, the productive capital is most of the time only partially destroyed, and the
remaining capital creates “inheritance” constraints on the new capital, preventing
the embodiment of new technologies or the adequacy of the capital to new needs. It
is not obvious, therefore, that the lifetime of equipments or factories is lengthened
by disaster damages.

Third, the structure of the economy will be deeply modified bythe disaster. On
the one hand, reconstruction expenditures and federal aid create activities in the
region and it is possible that at least part of this additional activity will not dis-
appear when the reconstruction is completed. On the other hand, many companies
will lose customers which will never come back, or even go bankrupt. According
to Eaton (2006), numerous businesses will disappear or moveto other regions be-
cause of Katrina10 , and small businesses, which constituted the basis of the New
Orleans economy, find it difficult to reopen as they are particularly vulnerable to
the high level of uncertainty that surrounds the recovery process; on this topic,
see also the analyses of Kroll et al. (1991) and Tierney (1997) on the Loma Pri-
eta and the Northridge earthquakes. The survival of these new and old activities
may make the final economic situation in Louisiana very different from the pre-
Katrina’s one. Taking into account this mechanism is extremely difficult, since it
occurs at the company scale and depends on the reactions of customers and other
economic agents. There, two options may be proposed. First,the use ofscenarios
may reveal useful for decision-makers, to highlight how a disaster can lead to dif-
ferent outcomes depending on agents’ reactions and policy responses. Second, the
innovative approach proposed by Lian et al. (2007) is based on Monte-Carlo analy-
sis and produces probability distributions of the various possible outcomes that can
then be used in risk-management strategies.

10 Timothy P. Ryan, cited in Eaton (2006), estimates that 40% of the businesses registered
in the city will disappear.
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Also, important macroeconomic mechanisms were neglected in our analysis. For
instance, we assumed that the Louisiana economy was at equilibrium when the dis-
aster occurred. Allowing for unbalance in the economy may increase or decrease
the total cost, as suggested by Hallegatte and Ghil (2007). Using a simple model,
indeed, these authors found that an economy in the expansionphase of its business
cycle is more vulnerable to external shocks than during its recession or recovery
phases. Also, we disregarded household budget constraints, assumed that recon-
struction is paid by external actors and, as already mentioned, we did not take into
account the possibility of increased taxes, interest ratesor insurance premiums, of
reductions in consumer spending, or of cancellations of other government-funded
projects or programs to compensate for reconstruction costs.

Finally, it is noteworthy that such a model is not able to reproduce well the weeks
following the disaster. During this period, indeed, production is perturbed mainly
by business interruptions due to technical issues, lifeline interruptions, or the im-
possibility of workers or clients to reach company locations (see for instance Cho
et al. (2001)). Modeling these mechanisms requires a much finer disaggregation,
which would yield even larger difficulties in data collection, and the simulation
of supply chains and production networks in which all companies are interlinked.
This is one promising way to progress in our understanding, modeling, assessing
and predicting of disaster consequences.
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A Appendix: The Adaptive Regional Input-Output (ARIO) Model

This section presents our Adaptive Regional Input-Output (ARIO) model, able to
reproduce the impact of a disaster on a local economy, accounting for interactions
between industries through demand and supply of intermediate consumption goods.

We consider a regional economy, which consists of a number ofhouseholds and
of N different industries, which (i) exchange intermediate consumption goods and
services, (ii) imports goods and services from outside the region, (iii) produce fi-
nal consumption goods and services for local demand, and (iv) export goods and
services outside the region. We assume that each industry i produces a unique com-
modity and needs inputs from all other industries to be able to carry out its produc-
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tion process. This regional economy is assumed to be impacted by a disaster that
destroys household capital and industry productive capital.

A.1 Productions

As explained in the text, the economic model we propose here is based on Local
Input-Output (LIO) tables, which describe how each industry uses inputs from all
other industries to produce commodities. Local Input-Output tables, productions
and demands are linked through the relationship:

Y (i) =
∑

j

A(i, j)Y (j) +

Total Final Demand (TFD(i))
︷ ︸︸ ︷

LFD(i) + E(i) + HD(i) +
∑

j

D(j, i) (A.1)

Wherej = 1, ..., N for all sectors,A is the LIO table,Y is the production vector,
LFD is theLocal Final Demandvector,E is theExportationvector, andHD and
D are the disaster damages to households and industries. The vectorTFD is the
Total Final Demand. Each industry i needs also to import an amountI(i)Y (i) of
goods and services to produce an amountY (i).

From there, we can calculate, with a one-month time step, theproduction and con-
sumption of each industry. To do so, we start from the total final demand and we
follow a series of steps.

STEP 1

For each industry, we calculate a first-guess production, bysolving Eq. (A.1):

Y 0 = (1 − A)−1TFD (A.2)

These productions are those classically evaluated in an IO framework, which does
not consider production capacities. But, in our modeling framework, we also want
to take into account production capacities and production bottlenecks. To do so,
we consider these productions without production constraints,Y 0(i), as first-guess
Total DemandsTD0(i) = Y 0(i), which include demands from other industries.
Then, we assess the ability of each industry to satisfy thesedemands.

Each industry can reveal unable to produce enough (a) because its own production
capacity is insufficient or (b) because other industries areunable to provide the
necessary amount of inputs in the production process.

STEP 2
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Production capacities are first taken into account: for eachindustry i, production
is the minimum of the first-guess production and theproduction capacity(see also
Section A.2),Y max(i):

Y 1(i) = MIN{Y max(i); TD0(i)} (A.3)

STEP 3

Then, we consider intermediate consumptions and the possible rationing of indus-
tries. Such a rationing can be done through a variety of procedures, such as uniform
rationing, queuing, proportional rationing, priority systems, etc., depending on the
particular organization of each market (Bénassy, 1993). Here, therationing scheme
is a mix of priority system and proportional rationing. If anindustry cannot satisfy
total demand, its production goes first to intermediate consumptions from other in-
dustries. Also, all industries are assumed equally rationed: what an industry gets is
proportional to what it ordered.

To calculate bottlenecks, we loop over all commodities and,for each commodity
i, we defineO1(i) =

∑

j A(i, j)Y 1(j) as the first-guess amount of orders that the
industry i is asked to satisfy by other industries. We then consider two cases:

(1) if Y 1(i) ≥ O1(i), then the industry i is able to provide enough commodity to
all other industries and the production of these other industries is not affected.

(2) If Y 1(i) < O1(i), then the industry i is not be able to provide enough com-
modity to all industries and each industry j sees its production limited by the
availability of commodity i. In that case, the production ofthe industry j is
bounded by:Y

1(i)
O1(i)

Y 1(j).

This process, for all commodities (we assume that imports are never constrained),
leads to the new amount of production by each industry i:

Y 2(i) = MIN

{

Y 1(i); for all j,
Y 1(j)

O1(j)
Y 1(i)

}

(A.4)

After having swept all industries, we obtain a new set of productions{Y 2(i)}. If
Y 2 = Y 1, i.e. if there is no bottleneck, thenY 2 is the actual production. Otherwise,
these new productionsY 2 are inconsistent with each others because they do not take
into account that an industry that produces less also demands less to its suppliers.
To take this backward influence into account, we compute a newTotal Demand
TD1(i):

TD1(i) = TFD(i) +
∑

j

A(i, j)Y 2(j) (A.5)
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And we repeat STEP 2 and 3, with{TD1(i)} instead of{TD0(i)}. Since all in-
dustries are interconnected, indeed, we need to iterate thebottleneck calculation
until convergence of the vectorY k. This convergence will eventually occur, since
all productionsY k(i) decrease at each iteration and are bounded by zero.

The final values for total demand will be referred to asTD∞(i), and the final values
for production will be referred to asY ∞(i). WhenTD∞(i) = Y ∞(i), the industry
i is able to satisfy the demand; otherwise, this industry is unable to do so, and its
customers will react as described in Section A.5.

The productionY ∞(i) of each industry i is distributed into:

• The intermediate consumptions of other industries, which can always be satisfied
because industries adjust their production to the available amount of inputs:

O∞(i) =
∑

i

A(i, j)Y ∞(j)

• The local final demand, satisfied after intermediate consumptions:

LFD∞(i) = LFD(i)
Y ∞(i) − O∞(i)

Y 0(i) − O0(i)
• The exports, also satisfied after intermediate consumptions:

E∞(i) = E(i)
Y ∞(i) − O∞(i)

Y 0(i) − O0(i)
• Reconstruction of household damages:

∆HD(i) = HD(i)
Y ∞(i) − O∞(i)

Y 0(i) − O0(i)
• Reconstruction of industry damages, for each industry j:

∆D(j, i) = D(j, i)
Y ∞(i) − O∞(i)

Y 0(i) − O0(i)

SinceY 0(i) = LFD(i)+E(i)+HD(i)+
∑

j D(j, i)+O0(i), one can easily check
thatY ∞(i) = LFD∞(i) + E∞(i) + ∆HD(i) +

∑

j ∆D(j, i) + O∞(i), ensuring
the equality of production and demand.

At each time step, production allows to reduce the amount of damages through
reconstruction:

HD(i) − ∆HD(i)∆t
∆t
7−→ HD(i) (A.6)

D(j, i) − ∆D(j, i)∆t
∆t
7−→ D(j, i) (A.7)

Where∆t is the time step of the model.
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A.2 Production capacities

The production capacityY max of each industry is set equal to the observed output of
the industry before the shock. After a disaster, this production capacity is decreased
by an amount related to the damages each industry has suffered from, and increased
by an ability to over-produce thanks to adaptations in the production process.

We assume that, consistently with General Equilibrium Models, the amount of cap-
ital needed to produce one dollar of annual value added is worth approximately $4
(Hallegatte et al., 2007). This means that the mean productivity of capital is 25 per-
cent, which is roughly consistent with the current capital share of income and with
a marginal productivity of 8 percent, close to observed interest rates. Therefore, the
amount of capital of each industry is approximatelyK(i) ≈ 4V A(i), whereV A(i)
is the annual value added by industry i.

We assume that if the industryi is subject to an amount̂D(i) of damages, because
of a disaster, and if these damages reduce the productive capital of this industry
by x percent, then the production capacity is also reduced byx percent. As an
example, if the manufacturing sector is affected by damagesequal to 10% of the
annual value added of the manufacturing sector, these damages amount to 2.5% of
this sector productive capital, and production capacity isreduced by 2.5%.

Production capacity is given by:

Y max(i) = Y (i)

[

1 −
D̂(i)

4V A

]

α(i) (A.8)

Whereα(i) is the capacity to over-produce if necessary, and is described in the
adaptation section (Section A.5).

A.3 Prices, profits, and labor demand

The demand surge is the increase in the price of commodities and in the wage of
workers involved in the reconstruction. Demand surge is driven by the unbalance
between the large demand in the reconstruction sector and the insufficient produc-
tion capacity (“pull” inflation factor). In our model, pricedynamics is given by the
simple relationship:

p(i) = p0(i)

(

1 + γp

(

TD∞(i) − Y ∞(i)

Y ∞(i)

))

(A.9)

Wherep(i) is the price of the commodity i, normalized at one before the Disaster
(p0(i) = 1), andγp is the price elasticity parameter. This simple relationship as-
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sumes that commodity price is responding linearly to the level of underproduction.

When prices are determined, industry profitsΠ(i) can be calculated. To produce
an amount of commodityY ∞(i), the industry i needs to consume (i) an amount
A(j, i)Y ∞(i) of commodity j; (ii) an amountL(i)Y ∞(i) of labor, whereL(i) is the
amount of labor consumed by unit of production before the disaster; and (iii) an
amountI(i)Y ∞(i) of imported goods.

To assess how the disaster impacts profits, we assume wages tobe fixed. Profits are
then given by the equation:

Π(i) = p(i)Y ∞(i) −








∑

j

p(j)A(j, i)Y ∞(i)



+ L(i)Y ∞(i) + I(i)Y ∞(i)



(A.10)

Most importantly, in this model, companies do not pay for reconstruction, and re-
construction costs do not appear in this equation.

A.4 Final demands

As shown in Eq. (A.1), total final demandTFD consists of local final demand
(LFD), exportations (E) and reconstruction demand (HD andD).

Local final demand is theadapted local final demandLFD (see Section A.5),
modified as a function of the price and the macroeconomic situation:

LFD(i) = M · LFD · [1 − ξ(p(i) − 1)] (A.11)

Whereξ is the elasticity of local final demand with respect to the commodity price,
andM is a macroeconomic indicator. This indicator is the ratio oftotal earnings
(profit+wages) to total earning in the pre-disaster situation:

M =

∑

j(Π(j) + L(j)Y ∞(j))
∑

j(Πb(j) + Lb(j)Y b(j))
(A.12)

WhereΠb, Lb andY b are the pre-storm profits, labor and productions.

Exportations are calculated in the same way, except that there is no impact of the
local macroeconomic situationM :

E(i) = E · [1 − ξ(p(i) − 1)] (A.13)

WhereE is the adapted exportations, calculated in Section A.5.
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Reconstruction demands are described in the text, and are assumed insensitive to
prices and macroeconomic situation.

A.5 Adaptation

In the following, we propose a simple modeling of economic-agent adaptation be-
haviors in disaster aftermaths. Note that, even though prices are calculated by the
model (see Section A.3), adaptation is assumed to be driven by quantities, not by
prices.

A.5.1 Final demand adaptation

First of all, production disruptions will lead final customers to delay their orders or
to turn to other producers located outside the affected region. Such a substitution,
however, is not possible for all sectors. We introduce, therefore, a variableσ(i),
for each sector. Ifσ(i) = 1, then substitution using external providers is possible,
often because the corresponding commodity is transportable11 . If σ(i) = 0, no
substitution is possible.

If one sector cannot produce enough to satisfy the demand,i.e. if Y ∞(i) <

TD∞(i), and if the commodity produced by this industry is substitutable, i.e. if
σ(i) = 1, then the adapted local final demandLFD and the adapted exportsE de-
crease regularly toward zero, with characteristic timesτ

↓
LFD andτ

↓
E, respectively.

LFD(i) −
TD∞(i) − Y ∞(i)

TD∞(i)
LFD(i)

∆t

τ
↓
LFD

∆t
7−→ LFD(i) (A.14)

E(i) −
TD∞(i) − Y ∞(i)

TD∞(i)
E(i)

∆t

τ
↓
E

∆t
7−→ E(i) (A.15)

The values of the local final demand and exports before the disaster will be referred
to asLFDb andEb. The parametersτ ↓

LFD andτ
↓
E describe how fast the adapted

local final demand and the adapted export demand decrease in case of rationing.

We assume also that if the industry can produce enough,i.e. if Y ∞(i) = TD∞(i),
and if customers have shifted to other producers, these customers will return to their
initial producer:

11 It is possible that the substitution of local producers by external producers also increases
the demand to the transportation sector, potentially leading to bottlenecks in this sector.
This is not taken into account here.
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LFD(i) +

(

ǫ +
LFD(i)

LFDb(i)

)

(LFDb(i) − LFD(i))
∆t

τ
↑
LFD

∆t
7−→ LFD(i)(A.16)

E(i) +

(

ǫ +
E(i)

Eb(i)

)

(Eb(i) − E(i))
∆t

τ
↑
E

∆t
7−→ E(i) (A.17)

The “return” to the initial demand is modeled using a S-shapefunction with the
ǫ parameter12 , to represent the fact that all customers will not shift backto their
initial producer as soon as it is able to satisfy the demand.

Also, note that there are two different characteristic times for the shift to other
producers when there is rationing (τ ↓) and the shift back to the initial producer
when it is again able to produce enough (τ ↑).

A.5.2 Intermediate-consumption adaptation

In the same way, local businesses will turn to external suppliers if local industries
cannot produce enough. This process is modeled through a modification of the LIO
table, exactly in the same way than for demands.

If one sector cannot produce enough to satisfy the demand,i.e. if Y ∞(i) <

TD∞(i), and if the commodity produced by this industry is transportable, i.e. if
σ(i) = 1, then the consumptions by all industries j of commodity i decrease, and
imports by all industries j increase by the corresponding amount. For each industry
j, we have:

A(j, i) −
TD∞(i) − Y ∞(i)

TD∞(i)
A(j, i)

∆t

τ
↓
A

∆t
7−→ A(j, i) (A.18)

I(j) +
TD∞(i) − Y ∞(i)

TD∞(i)
A(j, i)

∆t

τ
↓
A

∆t
7−→ I(j) (A.19)

Also, if the industry i can produce enough again,i.e. if Y ∞(i) = TD∞(i), indus-
tries return to their pre-disaster suppliers:

A(j, i) +

(

ǫ +
A(j, i)

Ab(j, i)

)

(Ab(j, i) − A(j, i))
∆t

τ
↑
A

∆t
7−→ A(j, i) (A.20)

12 Theǫ parameter ensures thatLFD andE return to their initial values, even if they have
decreased to zero. The parameterǫ is taken at 0.01, but its precise value has no significant
influence on the results.
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I(j) −

(

ǫ +
A(j, i)

Ab(j, i)

)

(Ab(j, i) − A(j, i))
∆t

τ
↑
A

∆t
7−→ I(j) (A.21)

A.5.3 Production adaptation

In the calculation of production capacity, in Section A.2, we introduced a term
α(i), which is the capacity to over-produce if necessary. To model this process,
we assume that, when production is insufficient,i.e. whenY ∞(i) < TD∞(i), the
variableα(i) increases toward a maximum valueαmax, with a characteristic time
τα:

α(i) + (αmax − α(i))
TD∞(i) − Y ∞(i)

TD∞(i)

∆t

τα

∆t
7−→ α(i) (A.22)

This means that overproduction capacity can increase up toαmax, in a time delay
τα, in response to production shortages. When the situation is back to normal, this
overproduction capacity goes back to one, with the characteristic timeτα:

If Y ∞(i) = TD∞(i):

α(i) + (αb − α(i))
∆t

τα

∆t
7−→ α(i) (A.23)

whereαb is the overproduction capacity before the disaster.

B Appendix: Construction of the Regional Input-Output Tables

This section describes how regional Input-Output tableA for Louisiana can be built
from the nation-wide Input-Output table available from theBEA.

We use the table “Use of commodities by industries after redefinition” for 2004.
Theredefinitionconsists in moving the outputs and inputs of some secondary pro-
duction activities between industries to ensure that we canassume that each indus-
try produces only a unique commodity13 .

These tables also provide the level of compensation to employees in the sector,
the amount of taxes, the gross operating surplus, the final use demand for each
commodity and the level of national importations and exportations. Since we do

13 For example, while all industries perform at least some construction work,all this con-
struction work is moved into the construction industry to obtain the tables with redefinition.
In spite of this redefinition, however, the table “Make of commodities by industries after
redefinition” shows that some industries still produce small amounts of other commodities
(for instance, the utility industry produces a small amount of mining commodity). But these
quantities are small and they can be neglected in the present study.
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not model government, taxes and employee compensation are aggregated in our
analysis, assuming that taxes provide an equivalent amountof indirect consumption
to citizens.

It is important to note that investments are not included in the IO table, which only
considers production inputs, but are included in the final use demand. The IO table,
therefore, describes only the industrial production process, including maintenance.

To build a local tableA for Louisiana, we use the Gross State Product per industry
for Louisiana and the IO table for the whole U.S., and assuming in each industry
a proportionality between value added, total output, employee compensation, and
intermediate consumptions. Note that we do not use the Regional Input-Output
Multipliers (RIMS2) from the BEA, which are not freely available.

Each component of the matrixA describes how much commodity is needed by each
industry to produce. But it does not distinguish between intermediate consumptions
produced locally and those produced outside of the impactedregion. To do so,
well aware of the need for improvement, we assume that each sector exports half
of its production, and imports are calculated to balance theproduction–demand
relationship. The mining sector is an exception, however, considering the large part
that oil extraction plays in the area. To take this feature into account, we assumed
that 75% of the output in the mining industry is exported.

We calculate then, for each commodity, the ratio of locally-produced consumption
to total consumption. This ratio can be calculated from the IO table as the ratioρj,
for each commodity j, equal to local production minus exportations divided by lo-
cal production minus exportations plus importations. We assume then that, for each
commodity, each intermediate consumption follows the samedistribution between
imported commodity and locally-produced commodity as in the entire local econ-
omy. Therefore, each componentA(j, i) of line j of the LIO table is multiplied by
this ratioρj to obtain our LIO tableA: A(j, i) = ρjA(j, i). The rest of the interme-
diate consumption of commodity j, equal to(1 − ρj)A(j, i), is added to calculate
the imports needed by the industry i:I(i) =

∑

j(1 − ρj)A(j, i).

This method is very simple and its taking into account of imports and exports from
and to the other region is of course questionable. As a first step, however, this rough
estimate of the Louisiana Input-Output table is assumed sufficient.
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